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Nordion gamma systems are designed today using sophisticated modelling 
software that has been validated with more than 20 years of irradiator designs 
and qualification data. This same software can be used to design new irradiators 
and model non-Nordion designs, optimize source loading configurations, evaluate 
changes to irradiator designs and shielding and even predict the dose distribution 
within specific products.

Not sure if modelling is right for you? 

• Do you want to ensure the equivalency of your irradiator operation before and after a cobalt loading? 

• Do you want to save time in performance qualification for products with challenging dose requirements?   

If you answered “yes” to either question, you may benefit from modelling software services. Nordion offers modelling as a value 
added service to our cobalt-60 and irradiator customers, to help optimize the performance of your gamma irradiation system.
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Are you using the best resources available for validation  
and planning of your gamma system operations?
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MODELLING AS  
A VALIDATION TOOL

Creating a Model to Predict Irradiator Performance

As the designer of the majority of gamma irradiators in use today, Nordion has 
access to original engineering schematics to create the most accurate models of 
existing irradiators, validated against actual qualification dosimetry data. 

The same modelling software can be used to create or import  
new irradiator designs to produce performance results which  
are tailored to the requirements of a specific customer.

Model outputs include:

•	 	Throughput performance based on volume or weight  
of product and number of Curies

•	 Dose uniformity ratio, maximum dose and minimum dose

•	 Individual dosimeter predictions for dose mapping exercises

Loading Optimization: Customize  
Performance to Customer Requirement

When source loadings are designed for equivalence, modelling can be used as an 
extra quality control check to make sure that there are no unanticipated changes 
to irradiator performance which could potentially lead to expensive amounts of 
requalification work for the products that you process.  

Alternately, if you are looking to optimize your source distribution  
for a specific product mix, Nordion can model a new distribution  
to meet your requirements.

Optimization can be used to:

•	 Change or maintain minimum and maximum dose locations

•	 Improve throughput efficiency at a given product density

•	 Improve dose uniformity ratio at a given product density



MODELLING TO SAVE  
TIME AND RESOURCES

Instead of using an educated guess combined with a trial and 
error approach to find a configuration that works, iterations 
can be done with models to determine a configuration you are 
confident in before starting your performance qualification. 
This can save valuable processing time in your irradiator and 
in measuring and analyzing the dose to product. Nordion can 
also use other advanced modelling tools to predict doses to 
unusually shaped products or any material and composition. 

Performance Qualification for Challenging Products

Some products have tight minimum and maximum dose constraints which can 
only be achieved by using special processing configurations such as center loading. 
Other products need to be irradiated with dry ice in order to maintain frozen 
temperatures.

Shielding Design

Looking to increase the license capacity 
of your irradiator? Do you plan to build a 
new irradiator with a unique footprint? 

Nordion has tools to predict the performance of biological shields 
to ensure that local regulatory requirements are met  
and maintained.

Dosimetry and Qualification Procedures

Modelling is a predictive tool but always needs to be confirmed with proper 
dosimetry following international standards for validating a radiation process. 
Modelling helps to reduce the amount of dosimetry required, but it is not a 
replacement. Nordion can work with you to develop qualification procedures that 
appropriately capture performance based on model outputs and your existing data.
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Next Steps

Let’s discuss how we can work together to find 
modelling solutions that make the best sense 
for your operations.

For the most trusted value added gamma  
service in the industry, contact us at   
nordion.com/contact-us. Interested in this service?

Talk to us.

http://www.nordion.com/contact-us/

